. Psychometric functions for each participant and for the aggregate observer (bottom, see also Figure 1d ), obtained by pulling together the data from all participants. Analyses were performed on the individual data from each participant, while aggregated data are shown for illustrative purposes only. Colors represent the different conditions. For eight out of nine participants, the noisy stimuli (black lines) appear to move slower than the more reliable ones (blue lines). The dashed vertical line represents the speed of the standard stimulus. Supplementary Table S1 . Goodness of fit (i.e. deviance, see 11 ) for each curve, fitted for each condition, and participant.
Supplementary Figure S2 . moving signal, when played alone it is usually perceived (i.e. the posterior) as static (or slowly moving). Indeed, when the flat likelihood of a fully ambiguous stimulus is combined with a prior for low speed (left panel), the stimulus will be subjectively perceived as static (i.e. the combination of flat likelihood with an informative prior will lead to a posterior that correspond to the prior; right panel). In other words, adding such a background noise to the moving signals reduces the reliability of motion perception (see Results, higher JND for higher background noise), without adding any additional speed information.
